
The first million tons of 
coal was hoisted to the 
surface by miners of the 
mine named after I.A. 
Kostenko (“ArcelorMittal 
Temirtau”) in Karaganda. 
The pan SPTs230, produced 
by Corum machine builders, 
helped them to do that.

 

CONVEYOR SP326 
WORKS ONE FOR SEVEN
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C onveyor SP326-90.11.3 is the only 
variation of Corum scraper convey-
ors that dehydrates and transports 

flooded rock mass from the sump (lower 
part of the mine shaft). Corum equipment 
has proven its effectiveness since the first 
months of operation. This exclusive devel-
opment of Corum Group designers is able 
to replace seven 30-meter conveyors of 
UKST type, which were actively used at 
coal enterprises of Russia at the end of the 
last century. 

The total length of SP326 conveyor 
for the Osinnikovskaya mine is 231 m. Of 
these, 198  m are located at an angle of 
21°. The suspension – coal mixed with mine 
water is passed by it through two specially 
designed and installed pans with a slotted 
screen and loses excess moisture. The re-
maining 33 m the rock moves parallel to 
the surface. This ensures its load into the 
mine cars with a volume of 2.6 m3. A con-
veyor can fill up to seven of these mine cars 
combined into one bundle. 

Until recently, all this hard work was 
done by miners. They manually cleaned the 
sump – a deepening under the skip: loaded 
the suspension into mine cars and trans-
ported it to the surface. Due to the nature 
of the transportation chain, only one mine 
car was loaded per cycle. It was not ration-
al to hire extra personnel for these needs, 
thus the labour of the main mining workers 
was used to it. Due to this, the process be-
came even less effective. 

In July 2019, SP326-90.11.3 was put 
into operation at the Osinnikovskaya mine. 
The use of this equipment increased ef-
ficiency by 2.5 times due to the mechani-
zation of work and increased production 
safety.
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More than 90% of the 
metal structures of SP326 

were designed and manufac-
tured by Corum Group engineers 
specifically for this conveyor 
loader. It meets all the technical 
requirements: low speed of 
transportation – up to 0.15 m 
per second, installation of two 
special pans with slotted screens 
in the lower inclined part of the 
conveyor. 
All this provides dehydration of 
the rock mass and its loading 
into mine cars. An individual 
approach has helped to 
effectively solve the client’s prob-
lem and achieve a high rate.

The miners began to 
unload the rock 2.5 times 
faster at the Osinnikovs-
kaya mine (EVRAZ). This 
result was achieved using 
the unique Corum Group 
conveyor – SP326.

Vitalii SENICHKIN 
Corum Group Longwall Equipment 
Manager
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Corum and ArcelorMit-
tal Temirtau are 

reliable partners for many 
years. The coal mine faces 
are equipped not only with 
our company’s pans, but 
also with electrical 
equipment, power 
hydraulics, belt conveyors, 
mine transport, mine cars 
and roadheaders, hoisting 
equipment and main 
ventilation fans. The 
equipment is designed 
specific for ArcelorMittal 
Temirtau. Corum equipment 
helps our partner to 
conquer new production 
peaks. We are pleased to 
be a part of these 
achievements.

Sergey KURBATOV
Director of Corum Kazakhstan  
trading company

Corum engineers designed the SPTs230 
pan with 270th cast sidewall specifi-
cally for the Kostenko mine, the larg-

est coal-mining enterprise in the coal depart-
ment of ArcelorMittal Temirtau.  

/   The first order – 20 sections. Corum Group produced on the basis of the German special 
section H = 225 mm. The main and lower bottoms were made of high-strength and 
wear-resistant grade Hardox steel. Thanks to the grooves and protrusions in the bottom, 
together with the connecting elements, they provided a strong and reliable fastening of 
the pans. This made it possible to increase the load of at least 2000 kN per one connect-
ing element. The customer was pleased with the operation of Corum Group equipment. 

//   Since 2017, Pokrovskoye Mine 
Administration annually orders 
longwall sets from Corum Group. 
Three of them are already under 
operation in the mine, the forth is 
currently under production at Corum 
Svet Shakhtera Plant  

///   Pan sections of 260/852 and 
228/800 types are reliable prod-
ucts with a long life time that work 
in the Pokrovskoye Mine Admin-
istration equipment fleet equal to 
European products.

POKROVSKOE MINE ADMINISTRATION: CORUM EQUIPMENT 
WORKS EQUAL TO EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS’ EQUIPMENT

Pokrovskoye Mine Administration – the largest producer of coking coal in Ukraine – has set 
a course for import substitution. The first step – Czech conveyor SZK-228/800 (T-Machinery) 
was equipped with Corum Group pan.

MINED WITH CORUM EQUIPMENT IN KAZAKHSTAN
FIRST MILLION TONS OF COAL

This equipment has been operated 
at a  mine in Kazakhstan since 2018. The 
length of the conveyor was 196.5 m (the 
longest conveyor with such sidewall Corum 
produced for Sadkinskoye Mine Administra-
tion, 2018), which made it possible to op-
timize the client’s labour costs for moving 
coal out of the face. First, Corum equipment 
worked as part of longwall complex in long-
wall 43K3-v and then in second longwall – 
41K2-v. The total reserves of two longwalls 
are more than 1.2 million tons of coal. After 
finishing second longwall mining in August, 
SPTs230 will continue its operation in the 
next face of the Kostenko mine. 

Reliable Corum equipment increases ef-
ficiency of the enterprise and creates a safe 
working environment for miners


